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1. INTRODUCTION
The first logic programming languages, such as DEC-10 Prolog, used a fixed
scheduling rule in which all atoms in the goal were processed left-to-right. Unfor-
tunately, this meant that programs written in a clean, declarative style might be
inefficient, might only terminate when certain inputs were fully instantiated, and
might produce the wrong results if used with negation. For this reason, nearly all
recent logic programming languages provide more flexible scheduling in which
computation generally proceeds left-to-right but in which some calls are dynami-
cally ‘‘delayed’’ until their arguments are sufficiently instantiated to allow the call
to run efficiently. Most constraint logic programming languages (Jaffar and Lassez,
1987) also employ dynamic scheduling. If a constraint is ‘‘too hard’’ for the solver,
then it is delayed until it becomes simpler. For example, in CLP(R) nonlinear
arithmetic constraints are delayed until they become linear.
Despite the practical importance of logic languages with dynamic scheduling,
there has been surprisingly little work devoted to their semantics. Their operational
semantics have been discussed by Naish (1986). Yellick and Zachary (1989) and
Naish (1992) show that, under certain restrictions, the operational semantics is con-
fluent in the sense that different atom schedulings give rise to the same possible out-
comes. The only denotational semantics that we are aware of for logic languages
with delay is that of Marriott et al. (1994), which is quite complex since it is
very close to the operational semantics and explicitly models the delayed atoms.
Denotational semantics for logic programs and constraint logic programs with left-
to-right atom selection are not easily modified to deal with logic languages with
dynamic scheduling. One reason is that they cannot capture the possibility of a goal
‘‘floundering’’ in the sense that no atom in the goal can be selected for reduction.
In this paper we develop a denotational semantics, much simpler than the one
proposed in (Marriott et al., 1994), for constraint logic programming with dynamic
scheduling. The key idea is to use closure operators, following the approach of
Saraswat et al. (1991) for deterministic concurrent constraint programming (ccp).
In fact, a delay condition can be seen as an ask operation, and a constraint atom
can be seen as a tell operation, hence deterministic clp programs can be considered
a particular case of deterministic ccp programs and therefore interpreted as mono-
tonic, idempotent, and increasing functions from initial constraints to answer con-
straints (i.e., closure operators on the constraint domain). However, our language
is nondeterministic, so we must take a more sophisticated approach. Fortunately
the kind of choice we are dealing with is ‘‘local’’ (or ‘‘angelic,’’ in the sense of
Jagadeesan et al. (1991)), and it is therefore more easy to treat than the ‘‘global
choice’’ of nondeterministic ccp (Saraswat, 1989; Saraswat et al., 1991). Jagadeesan
et al. (1991) showed that, if one is interested only in observing the upward closure
of the computed answers, then the denotational semantics of local (angelic) ccp can
still be constructed, by using closure operators, in a very simple way. However, the
price to pay for the simplicity of this approach, is that a program like
p(X)  X=a.
p(X)  true.
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is identified with the program
p(X)  true.
Identifying the two programs above is particularly undesirable in the case of logic
programming with dynamic scheduling. In fact, if we add a declaration for a
predicate q, of the form
q(X, Y)  Y=X when ground(X).
(which means that the evaluation of q(X, Y ) must be delayed until X is ground),
then the goal
?&p(X), q(X, Y)
will flounder in the second program, while it computes the answer X=a, Y=a in
the first program.
In our paper we deal with the problem of developing a semantics based on
closure operators which is still simple, yet able to capture the exact computed
answers, i.e., to distinguish the two programs above. We construct such a semantics
by using sets of closure operators. Intuitively, the fact that we can use sets instead
of more complicated structures (like trees) corresponds to the intuition that local
choices do not depend on the current environment. Hence the computation tree
(as far as the input-output relation is concerned) can be represented by the set of
computational branches, and therefore by a set of closure operators, since every
branch represents a deterministic computation.
A natural question at this point is whether our semantics could be adequate also
for full ccp. The answer is negative, because in the presence of global choice the
branching structure of the tree becomes relevant. This is well known from process
algebra theory, and the standard counterexamples apply to our case too. In
literature, there have been two equivalent (independent) proposals (de Boer and
Palamidessi, 1991; Saraswat et al., 1991) for the denotational semantics of non-
deterministic ccp. These are based on considering all the potential resting points of
a process, and by attaching, to each of them, the reactive sequences of the
processes, i.e., its possible interaction with an hypothetical environment, up to that
resting point. Full abstraction is achieved by saturation, i.e., by adding all sequences
corresponding to ‘‘lazier’’ behaviors. The description of this semantics in (Saraswat
et al., 1991) is actually based on closure operators, as the reactive sequences can be
represented as a special kind of such functions, called trace operators. It is worth
noting that the semantics in (de Boer and Palamidessi, 1991; Saraswat et al., 1991)
would remain fully abstract when restricted to local choice ccp, because the full
abstraction proof is based on a distinguishing context which is a deterministic
process. However, we would like to argue that it is more complicated than our
semantics, as its representation involves more complex (higher-order) structures:
sets of closure operators on subdomains (determined by the potential resting
points). Let us consider, for instance, the process tell(c). In our case the semantics
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will be a singleton set containing the closure operator corresponding to the input-
output semantics of tell(c), i.e., a function associating to each constraint d the join
of d with c. In their case, it will be the union of all the sets [ f | f  fd]dc , where
fd is the closure operator corresponding to tell(c) in the subdomain ad (downward
closure of d ), and  is the usual pointwise ordering induced on functions. Further-
more let us remark that in general, even when the property of full abstraction is
preserved when restricting to a sublanguage, it is often the case that the semantics
structures studied for the superlanguage become redundant and inadequate to
understand the properties of the sublanguage, and that a simpler model exists. For
instance, consider again the fully abstract semantics for (full) ccp in (de Boer and
Palamidessi, 1991; Saraswat et al., 1991). This is also fully abstract for the deter-
ministic subset of ccp, since as we mentioned above the context used in the full
abstraction proof is deterministic. However, for deterministic ccp a much simpler
(fully abstract) semantics exists, which is the semantics that associates to each
process the closure operator representing the input-output semantics of that process
(Saraswat et al., 1991). Note that this latter model captures for instance the
property of processes being deterministic (a process is a closure operator, hence a
function), while this is not visible in the fully abstract semantics inherited by the
fully abstract semantics of ccp.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In the next section we give some examples
to illustrate the usefulness of dynamic scheduling and the fact that the standard
semantics of clp is inadequate to capture the behavior of programs with dynamic
scheduling. In Section 3 we define the operational semantics of constraint logic
programming with dynamic scheduling. In Section 4 we show a semantics based on
and-trees which will act as a bridge between the operational semantics and the
denotational semantics. In Section 5 we develop the denotational semantics based
on closure operators. In Section 5.1 we discuss full abstraction. Finally, in Section 6
we summarize our results.
2. EXAMPLES
The following program adapted from Naish (1986), illustrates the power of
dynamic scheduling. The program permute is a definition of the relation ‘‘to be a
permutation of.’’ It makes use of the procedure delete(X, Y, Z) which holds if
Z is the list obtained by removing X from the list Y (uppercase letters denote
variables and ‘‘:’’ denotes list concatenation).
permute(X, Y)  X=nil, Y=nil.
permute(X, Y)  X=U: X1, delete(U, Y, Z), permute(X1, Z).
delete(X, Y, Z)  Y=X: Z.
delete(X, Y, Z)  Y=U: Y1,
Z=U: Z1,
delete(X, Y1, Z1).
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Clearly the relation declaratively given by permute is symmetric. Unfortunately,
the behavior of the program with traditional Prolog is not: Given the goal, Q1,
?&Y=a: b: nil, permute(X, Y)
Prolog will correctly backtrack through the answers X=a : b : nil and X=b : a : nil.
However for the goal, Q2,
?&X=a: b: nil, permute(X, Y)
Prolog will first return the answer Y=a : b : nil and on subsequent backtracking will
go into an infinite derivation without returning any more answers.
For languages with delay the program permute does behave symmetrically. For
instance, if the above program is given to the NU-Prolog compiler, a pre-processor
will generate the following when declarations:
?&permute(X, Y) when X or Y.
?&delete(X, Y: Z, U) when Z or U.
These may be read as: the call permute(X, Y) should delay until X or Y is not
a variable, and that the call delete(X, Y: Z, U) should delay until Z or U is
not a variable. Of course programmers can also annotate their programs with when
declarations.
Given these declarations, the above goals will behave in a symmetric fashion,
backtrack through the possible permutations and then fail. What happens is that,
with Q1, execution proceeds as in standard Prolog because no atoms are delayed.
With Q2, however, calls to delete are delayed and only woken after the recursive
calls to permute.
It is also interesting to consider what will happen with the goal, Q3,
?&permute(X, Y).
In this case the call will delay, and the answer true will be returned. This behavior
is very different from traditional Prolog executed with any computation rule, and
illustrates the difference that dynamic scheduling brings.
As another example consider the following program to find paths in a graph. The
arcs in the graph are represented by facts.
path(X, Y)  arc(X, Y).
path(X, Y)  arc(X, Z), path(Z, Y).
arc(X, Y)  X=a, Y=b.
arc(X, Y)  X=b, Y=c.
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The programmer can provide the when declaration
?&arc(X, Y) when ground(X) or ground(Y)
which indicates that, for efficiency, a call to arc should only be evaluated if one
of the arguments is ‘‘ground,’’ that is, takes a fixed value.
Concerning the denotational semantics, the standard declarative approaches can-
not be easily extended to deal with the when declarations. The standard model-
theoretic semantics of van Emden and Kowalski (1976), indeed, is upward-closed
with respect to the answers (for instance it identifies the two programs for p in the
introduction), and therefore it presents the same problem as the semantics in
(Jagadeesan et al., 1991). But also a semantics which models exactly the computed
answers, like the S-semantics (Falaschi et al., 1989), cannot capture the meaning of
a when declaration since the S-semantics is not able to capture the conditional
information implicit in the when declaration.
3. OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS
In this section we recall some basic notions and we define an operational semantics
for constraint logic programs with dynamic scheduling. The operational semantics is
based on that given in (Marriott et al., 1994; Debray et al., 1994).
A constraint logic program, or program, is a finite set of rules. A rule is of the
form H  B where H, the head, is an atom and B, the body, is a finite, nonempty
sequence of literals. We let nil denote the empty sequence. A literal is either an atom
or a primitive constraint. An atom has the form p(x1 , ..., xn) where p is a predicate
symbol and the xi are distinct variables. A primitive constraint is essentially a
predefined predicate, such as term equations or inequalities over the reals.
Arguments to a primitive constraint are terms which may be constructed by using
predefined functions such as real addition. The syntax given here is more restrictive
than usual, as this will simplify the rest of the paper. However the restrictions are
only syntactic, as we can always rewrite an atom p(t1 , ..., tn) with arbitrary terms
as arguments into x1=t1 , ..., xn=tn , p(x1 , ..., xn).
A constraint is a conjunction of primitive constraints. Constraints are treated
modulo logical equivalence, which we will denote by #, and are assumed to be
closed under existential quantification and conjunction. Constraints can be ordered
by logical implication, that is %%$ iff %$ O %. We will assume that the set of con-
straints, under this ordering, is a complete lattice. The greatest constraint is denoted
by false (unsatisfiable constraint) and it represents inconsistency. The least con-
straint is denoted by true. It is the always satisfiable constraint. We let _W % denote
the constraint _V1_V2 } } } _Vn% where variable set W=[V1 , ..., Vn], and we let _W %
denote the restriction of the constraint % to the variables in W. That is, _W % is
_(vars %)"W %, where the function vars takes a syntactic object and returns the set of
(free) variables occurring in it.
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Var is the set of variables, Atom the set of atoms, Prim the set of primitive
constraints, Con the set of constraints, Lit the set of literals, Rule the set of rules,
and Prog the set of programs.
A renaming is a bijective mapping from Var to Var. We let Ren be the set of
renamings, and naturally extend renamings to mappings between atoms, rules, and
constraints. Syntactic objects s and s$ are said to be variants if there is a \ # Ren
such that \ s=s$. The definition of an atom A in program P, defnP A, is the set of
variants of rules in P such that each variant has A as a head and, apart from the
variables in A, has distinct new variables.
The operational semantics of a program is given in terms of the ‘‘derivations’’
from goals. Derivations are sequences of reductions between ‘‘states,’’ where a state
is a tuple (G, %, D) which contains the current literal sequence or ‘‘goal’’ G, the
current constraint %, and the current sequence of delayed atoms D. At each reduc-
tion step, a literal in the goal is selected according to some fixed computation rule,
which is often left-to-right. If the literal is a primitive constraint, and it is consistent
with the current constraints, then it is added to these and delayed atoms woken by
this addition are added to the current goal. If the literal is an atom, then there are
two cases. If the literal is not sufficiently instantiated to be processed, then it is
placed in the delayed atom sequence. Otherwise, it is replaced by the body of one
of the rules in its definition.
More formally, our definition of the operational semantics makes use of three
functions which depend on the implementation or language being modeled. These
are, delay A %, which holds iff a call to the atom A delays with the constraint %;
woken D %, which is the subsequence of literals in the sequence of delayed literals D
that are woken by the constraint %; and merge D G which returns the sequence of
literals obtained by merging the sequence of the woken atoms D with the current
goal G. Note that the order of the calls returned by woken and the position in
which they are placed in the current goal by merge is system dependent.
A derivation from a goal G in a program P is a sequence of states
S0  S1  } } }  Sn where S0 is (G, true, nil ) (nil is the empty goal) and each Si&1
is reduced to Si , using clauses in P, as follows: Assume Si&1 is the state (G, %, D) ,
select a literal L from G and let G$ be the remaining literals in G. Then:
1. If L # Prim and % 7L is satisfiable, then it is reduced to ( (merge D$ G$ ),
%7 L, D"D$) where D$=woken D (% 7 L).
2. If L # Atom and delay L % holds, then it is reduced to (G$, %, L : D) .
3. If L # Atom and delay L % does not hold, then it is reduced to
(B : G$, %, D) for some (L  B) # defnPL such that, for all j # [1, i&1],
(vars B) & (vars Sj)(vars L).
Here we have used the symbol ‘‘ : ’’ to denote concatenation of literals, since the ‘‘ , ’’
is used already to separate the different components of a state. In the following, we
will consider these two symbols interchangeable and we will switch from one to the
other when convenient.
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A derivation from G is complete if the last state has the form (nil, %, D). In this
case, the constraint _(var s G)% is an answer to G. Given a program P and a goal G,
we denote by ansP G the set of answers to G in P. (Since there can be more than
one rule in a predicate’s definition, there may be several answers generated from a
given initial constraint.) In the case when no literals delay and the constraints are
term equations, this semantics is the same as the usual operational semantics of
pure Prolog. Note that the answers to a goal must always be satisfiable: from the
definition it is impossible for false to be a valid answer.
As an example, consider the program path from Section 2 and the goal
Y=c : path(X, Y ). Using a left-to-right computation rule, these have the complete
derivation shown in Fig. 1, which gives the answer X=a 7 Y=c.
A complete derivation with last state (nil, %, D) is said to have floundered if D
is not the empty goal. An answer to goal G for program P is nonfloundered if it
arises from a complete derivation which has not floundered. We denote the set of
nonfloundered answers to G for program P by nfansP G.
FIG. 1. Example of a derivation.
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For example, the goal Y=c : path(X, Y ) and the program path from Section 2
have the nonfloundered answers X=a 7 Y=c and X=b 7 Y=c. The goal
path(X, Y ), however, has the floundered answer true.
Following (Marriott et al., 1994) we assume that the functions delay and woken
satisfy the following four conditions. The first ensures that there is a correspondence
between the conditions for delaying a literal and waking it:
1. L # (woken D %)  L # D 7 c(delay L %).
The remaining conditions ensure that delay behaves reasonably. It should not take
variable names into account:
2. Let \ # Ren. Then delay L %  delay(\L)(\%).
It should only be concerned with the effect of % on the variables in L:
3. delay L %  delay L _(var s L) %.
Finally, if a literal is not delayed, adding more constraints should never cause it to
delay:
4. If %$% and delay L %, then delay L %$.
These conditions are crucial to the development of our semantics.
For simplicity we have ignored constraints which delay. These may be modeled
in our setting by wrapping them with atoms which can delay. For example delay
of non-linear multiplication constraints X=Y V Z in CLP(R) is captured by the
rule
mult(X, Y, Z)  X=Y V Z.
where delay mult(X, Y, Z); % holds whenever % does not constrain Y or Z to be
ground.
4. AND-TREES
In this section we give a semantics for languages with dynamic scheduling which
is based on ‘‘and-trees.’’ These capture the structure of derivations in a composi-
tional way, and will provide the bridge between the operational semantics based on
derivations, and the denotational semantics. In fact, we will see that an and-tree can
be interpreted as a closure operator.
The following definition is given modulo reordering of literals in sequences to
simplify the notation.
Definition 4.1. Let P be a program. An and-tree in P is defined inductively as
follows:
v A node labeled with a sequence of literals is an and-tree;
v if T is an and-tree with a leaf node N labeled by L1 : } } } : Ln , then so is the
tree obtained by adding nodes labeled by Bi1 , ..., Bim as children of N, provided that
the following conditions hold:
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(i) mn and [i1 , ..., im] is a subset of the indexes [1, n],
(ii) for each j # [1, m] we have that
(Lij  Bij) # defnP Lij
and
(vars Bij) & (vars T )(vars Lij).
In this case we say that the node labeled by Bij is attached to Lij .
In the following, to simplify the notation, we will often identify a node with its
label, i.e., we assume the existence of a marking which associates an atom to the
node in which it occurs. In this way we can distinguish among equal atoms labeling
different nodes.
We say that T is an and-tree for the goal G in the program P if T is an and-tree
in P and its root is labeled by G. Fig. 2 shows an and-tree for the program path
given in Section 2.
An and-tree can be traversed to give a derivation.
Definition 4.2. Let T be an and-tree, and let % be a constraint. An and-tree
derivation based on T for % of length m is a sequence of tuples of the form
(G0 , %0) L0 (G1 , %1) L1 } } } Lm&1 (Gm , %m)
where:
1. Each Gi is a sequence of literals which appear in T, each %i is a constraint,
and each Li is a literal in Gi .
2. G0 is (the label of) the root of T and %0 is _(vars G0) %.
3. For each i # [0, m&1] there exists a literal Li in the goal Gi such that one
of the following cases holds:
FIG 2. Example of an and-tree.
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(a) Either Li is an atom, delay Li %i is not true, and Li appears in a node
N which has a child (labeled by) Bi and attached to Li . In this case %i+1#%i
and Gi+1=Bi : Gi"Li , where Gi"Li denotes the sequence of literals obtained by
removing Li from Gi .
(b) Otherwise, Li is a primitive constraint. In this case %i+1#%i 7 Li and
Gi+1=Gi "Li .
Note that, according to the previous definition, derivations are finite. A maximal
and-tree derivation is a derivation in which from the last tuple (Gm , %m) it is
not possible to make any further step (either because Gm is empty or because the
conditions 3(a) and 3(b) are not satisfied). A maximal and-tree derivation is
complete if for all A # Gm , delay A %m holds.
Figure 3 is an example of a complete and-tree derivation based on the and-tree
given in Fig. 2 for Y=c.
Clearly there may be more than one maximal and-tree derivation for a given and-
tree and constraint because of the different ways we can select Li # Gi . However,
these will all give rise to the same last state, as shown by the following proposition.
Proposition 4.3. Let T be an and-tree and % a constraint. Every maximal and-
tree derivation based on T for % has the same last state.
In the case when constraints are term equations, this proposition is a corollary
of the confluence result for the operational semantics given by Yellick and Zachary
FIG 3. Example of an and-tree derivation.
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(1989) and Naish (1992). For completeness, however, we give a direct and simple
proof for arbitrary constraint domains. The proposition is an immediate conse-
quence of the next lemma.
In the following we denote by  the relation obtained from L by abstracting
from the subscripts and we denote by * the reflexive and transitive closure of .
Moreover, given an and-tree derivation, !, we denote its length by |!|.
Lemma 4.4. Let T be an and-tree, % a constraint and let
! : (G0 , %0) * (Gh , %h)
and
!$ : (G0 , %0) * (G$k , %$k)
be two derivations based on T for %0 . Then there exists a tuple (G, %) and two
derivations
!1 : (Gh , %h) * (G, %)
and
!$1 : (G$k , %$k) * (G, %)
such that |!1 ||!$| and |!$1 ||!|.
Proof. Let us define w=max( |!|, |!$| ). The case w=0 is trivial. For w>0 the
proof is by induction on w.
For the base case w=1 we assume that |!|=1 and |!$|=1, since the other cases
are immediate. Then we have two different derivation steps
(G0 , %0) L (G1 , %1)
and
(G0 , %0) L$ (G$1 , %$1).
By definition of derivation it follows that %1 O %0 and %$1 O %0 . Condition (4) in
previous assumptions on the delay function implies that, for any literal L, if
delay L %0= false then delay L %1= false and delay L %$1= false. Therefore, since
conjunction of constraints is associative and commutative, from a straightforward
analysis of the four cases arising from conditions (a) and (b) in Definition 4.2 it
follows that there exists (G, %) such that
(G1 , %1) L$ (G, %)
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FIG 4. Outline of the proof of Lemma 4.4 for the inductive case.
and
(G$1 , %$1) L (G, %) ,
which concludes the proof of the base case.
We consider now the inductive step, w>1 (see Fig. 4 for an outline of the proof ).
We assume that |!|>0 and |!$|>0, since the other cases are immediate. Then !
and !$ are derivations of the form
! : (G0 , %0) * (Gh&1 , %h&1) * (Gh , %h)
and
!$ : (G0 , %0) * (G$k&1 , %$k&1) * (G$k , %$k)
(where possibly either h&1=0 or k&1=0). By inductive hypothesis there exist
two derivations
# : (Gh&1 , %h&1) * (M, _)
and
#$ : (G$k&1 , %$k&1) * (M, _)
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such that |#||!$|&1 and |#$||!|&1. Moreover, since there exist the two deriva-
tions
(Gh&1 , %h&1) * (Gh , %h)
and #, again by inductive hypothesis there exist also the derivations
!2 : (Gh , %h) * (P, {)
and
#2 : (M, _) * (P, {)
such that
|!2 ||#||!$|&1 and |#2 |1. (1)
Analogously there exist
!$2 : (G$k , %$k) * (P$, {$)
and
#$2 : (M, _) * (P$, {$)
such that
|!$2 ||#$||!|&1 and |#$2 |1. (2)
Finally, from the existence of the derivations #$2 and #2 and the inductive
hypothesis it follows that there exist (G, %) and two derivations
!3 : (P, {) * (G, %)
and
!$3 : (P$, {$) * (G, %)
such that
|!3 ||#$2 |1 and |!$3 ||#2 |1. (3)
Now by taking !1#!2 : !3 and !$1#!$2 : !$3 from previous definitions it follows
that
!1 : (Gh , %h) * (G, %)
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and
!$1 : (G$k , %$k) * (G, %) .
Moreover from the inequalities (1) and (3) it follows that |!1 ||!$| , while from (2)
and (3) it follows |!$1 ||!|, which completes the proof. K
The previous result shows that, given an and-tree T, and a constraint %, any
maximal and-tree derivation based on T for % will have the same final constraint,
and that if one of them is complete, then all will be complete. In the latter case we
say that the final constraint is the answer based on T for %. In case the maximal
derivations are not complete we say that the answer is false.
Definition 4.5. Let T be an and-tree with root labeled by L and % a constraint.
The answer based on T for % is the constraint % 7 _(var s L) %$ if there is a complete
and-tree derivation based on T for % with last tuple (G, %$); otherwise it is false.
For instance, the answer based on the and-tree in Fig. 2 for true is true and for
Y=c is X=a 7 Y=c.
An and-tree can be seen as a function mapping an initial constraint to its answer.
More precisely:
Definition 4.6. Let T be an and-tree. The operator ans T on constraints maps
a constraint % to the answer based on T for %.
A comparison of the derivation in Fig. 1 and the and tree-derivation in Fig. 3
shows the close relationship between and-tree derivations and derivations. This
relationship is formalized by the following result.
Proposition 4.7. Let TGP be the set of and-trees for a goal G in a program P.
Then,
ansP G=[ans T true | T # TGP]"[ false].
Proof. Straightforward by induction on the length of a derivation. K
5. A DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS BASED ON
CLOSURE OPERATORS
In this section we construct a denotational semantics for programs with dynamic
scheduling. The main feature of this semantics is that it is based on sets of closure
operators on the underlying constraint system, which, as we will see, allow to
describe the operators of the language in a very simple way.
We first review some properties of closure operators which will be useful. See for
example (Gierz et al., 1980) for more details.
Let (X, P, @) be a complete lattice, where @ is the meet operation, and consider
a mapping f : X  X:
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v f is monotonic if \x, x$ # X, xPx$ O fxP fx$;
v f is idempotent if \x # X, f ( fx)= f x;
v f is extensive if \x # X, xP fx; and
v f is a closure operator if it is monotonic, idempotent and extensive.
One fundamental property is that, given a closure operator f, the image of f, f ,
coincides with the set of fixpoints (or resting points) of f, and this set is a complete
meet sublattice of X. Namely for all Y # f , @Y # f holds (the meet of the empty set
is defined as the bottom element of X). Furthermore, for each x # X, fx=@
[z # f | xPz] holds. Vice versa, given a complete meet sublattice Z of X, the func-
tion *x .@[z # Z | xPz] is a closure operator. Furthermore, the set of fixpoints of
this operator coincides with Z. In other words, there is a bijection between closure
operators and complete meet sublattices of X, and we can represent a closure
operator f by the set of its fixpoints. The result of f, applied to x, is the least
fixpoint above x.
Closure operators on constraints will be used in our semantics as denotations of
sequences of literals. The main reason for this choice is that the basic operation in
our language, the concatenation of literals, can simply be modeled as intersection
of the resting points of the corresponding closure operators. As stated before, the
reason why we have introduced and-trees in previous section is that they can be
viewed as closure operators which map initial constraints into the corresponding
answers.
Lemma 5.1. For every and-tree T, ans T is a closure operator.
Proof. Let G be the root of T. Extensivity is immediate, since either
ans T %= false, or ans T %=% 7 _(var s G ) %$, for some constraint %$.
Concerning monotonicity, consider %, %$ with %%$, and consider the two cases:
1. There is no complete and-tree derivation based on T for %, and therefore
ans T %= false, or
2. There is a complete and-tree derivation ! based on T for % with last state
(Gm , %m) , and therefore ans T %=% 7 _(var s G)%m .
In the first case, the reasons why there exist no complete derivation can be: (a)
there are no maximal and-tree derivations, or (b) the maximal and-tree derivations
end in a state (Gm , %m) such that for some atom A in Gm , delay A %m is false. If (a)
holds, then it is possible to construct an infinite and-tree derivation !$ based on T
for %$, just mimicking one and-tree derivation ! based on T for %. By induction we
can easily show that at each state the constraint in !$ will be bigger than or equal
to the constraint in the corresponding state in !. Therefore, due to Condition (4)
on the delay function, at each state the delayed atoms will be less than or equal to
the delayed atoms in the corresponding state in !$. If (b) holds, then we can con-
struct an and-tree derivation based on T for %$, whose final state is (Gm , %$m) with
%m%$m . Again due to Condition (4) on the delay function, for some atom A in Gm ,
delay A %$m is false. So, either in (a) and in (b), !$ is maximal but not complete, and
therefore ans T %$= false.
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In the second case, by mimicking ! we can construct an and-tree derivation !$
based on T for % with last state (Gm , %$m) , where %m%$m . This might be maximal
or not maximal. Consider a maximal and-tree derivation !" obtained by extending !$.
If !" is infinite, or not complete, then ans T %$= false and we are done. Otherwise
it will have a last state (Gn , %$n) , with %$m%$n , and ans T %$=%$7 _(var s G ) %$n , which
is bigger than or equal to % 7 _(var s G )%m=ans T %.
Concerning idempotency, assume that ans T %=%$. If %$= false then we are done.
Otherwise, there exists a complete and-tree derivation ! based on T for % with final
state (Gm , %m) , and %$=% 7_(var s G )%m . Then by mimicking ! we can construct an
and-tree derivation !$, still based on T, whose initial constraint is _(var s G ) %$=
(_(var s G )%) 7 (_(var s G ) %m). By induction it is easy to show that the constraint in the
final state of !$ will be %m 7 (_(var s G ) %m), which is logically equivalent to %m . Thus
ans T %$=%$, which completes the proof. K
We say that ans T is the closure operator associated with T. We now develop a
denotational semantics which is based on the closure operators associated with
and-trees.
Intuitively, in our semantics the denotation of a sequence of literals is a set of
closure operators, corresponding to the and-trees which have this sequence as root.
We represent each closure operator by its set of resting points. Thus the basis of our
semantics is the set:
Clos=[CCon | C is a complete meet sublattice of Con].
There are, however, some subtleties to do with ordering closures and the sets of
closures. As is usual in a denotational semantics, we wish the order to reflect their
information contentthe more information contained in a closure operator or set
of closure operators, the higher in the ordering it should be.
Recall that if C # Clos maps a constraint % to false, then this indicates that we
know nothing about the answer to %. Thus we have the ordering on C, C$ # Clos
given by Cc C$ iff
\% # Con . (C %){false O (C$ %)=(C %).
The least element of Clos is [ false], and the greatest elements are the closure
operators in which only false is mapped to false. Note that this ordering is not the
pointwise ordering induced from the ordering on Con.
Now consider the ordering on sets of closure operators. As we are dealing with
sets, we require some type of powerdomain construction in which the ordering on
the sets also reflects the ordering on the elements in the sets. Given two sets of and-
trees T and T $, intuitively T $ has more information than T, if for every and-tree
T # T there is an and-tree in T $ which extends T. This intuition is captured by the
Hoare preordering: namely, for C, C$Clos,
CH C$ iff \C # C ._C$ # C$ .Cc C$.
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Note that from this definition it follows that CH C$ iff aCaC$, where a denotes
the downwards closure, i.e.
aC=[C$ # Clos | there exists C # C such that C$c C].
As a consequence, in the Hoare preordering, two sets with the same downward
closure are equivalent (they have the same information content). Hence we can
identify all such sets, and take as representative of their class their downward
closure. Thus we consider as semantic domain the complete lattice of downward
closed subsets of ^(Clos) ordered by , namely those sets C such that C=aC.
Furthermore, as it is usual in the construction of the Hoare powerdomain, we
discard the empty set since it has no information content, and the absence of infor-
mation content is already represented by the set [[ false]]. In summary, the
denotational domain is the complete lattice (R Clos, ), where
R Clos=[CClos | C is downward closed and C{<].
with least element [[ false]].
In the denotational semantics, each syntactic categoryatom, primitive con-
straint, literal, and body, is associated with an element of R Clos. We assume that
if A is not defined in P then P is extended by adding the clause A  false. The
semantic equations are given in Fig. 5. The definition makes use of the auxiliary
functions
%A=[%$ # Con | %%$]
restrict W C=[%$ # Con | there exists % # C such that _W %=_W %$]
delays A=[% # Con | delay A % holds].
To understand the equations, it is easier to think in terms of resting points. For
an atom A, a constraint % is a resting point if A is delayed with %, or else % is
a resting point in a closure for the body of some rule defining A. For a primitive
constraint %, the denotation is (the downward closure of ) the single closure
operator [%A]. This is because a primitive constraint has a single and-tree, which
FIG. 5. Denotational semantics.
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corresponds to a single closure operator. The closure operator is %A, because these
are exactly the constraints which remain unchanged when % is conjoined with them.
The meaning of a body of literals, L1 : } } } : Ln , is obtained as follows. First assume
that each Li is deterministic, with closure operator Ci . Then a constraint is a resting
point for the body iff it is a resting point for each literal in the body. That is, the
closure operator for L1: } } } : Ln is ni=1 Ci . In the case that the Li are nondeter-
ministic, then the denotation is obtained by combining all possible choices for
each Li .
As an example, consider the case when P is the program path from Section 2.
We show the denotation of arc; the intended environment, omitted for simplicity,




BPX=a : Y=b=a[(X=a) A & (Y=b) A]=a[(X=a 7 Y=b) A].
Similarly,
BPX=b : Y=c=a[(X=b 7 Y=c) A].
Thus,
AParc(X, Y )=a[C1 , C2]
where
C1=Cng _ (X=a 7 Y=b) A
C2=Cng _ (X=b 7 Y=c) A
with
Cng=[% # Con | % does not ground X and does not ground Y ].
It is easy to see that the semantic equations are well defined, i.e., that they return
elements of R Clos, and that 1P is a continuous function (since the underlying
ordering is set inclusion, the proof is analogous to the proof of continuity of the
standard Tp operator of logic programming). Let us denote by 1P A n the natural
powers of 1P applied to the least element of the denotational domain ([[ false]]).
Namely:
1P A 0=*G .[[ false]]
1P A n+1=1P(1P A n).
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By the well-known theorem on the least fixpoint of continuous functions, we have
fix 1P=*G . .
n0
1P A n G.
This characterization of fix 1P will be used to prove the correctness of the
denotational semantics with respect to the operational one, based on and-trees. We
first need some preliminary results. The first one states the relations between the
fixpoint of a tree T whose root is labeled by an atom and those of the immediate
subtree of T. In the following lemma, we need to assume that (vars A)(vars B) for
any clause A  B. Note that there is no loss of generality here, since a clause
p(x~ )  B can always be equivalently rewritten as p(x~ )  x~ =x~ , B. From this
assumption we have that, for any constraint %
_(var s B) % O _(var s A)% (4)
and
_(var s B)_(var s A)%=_(var s A) %. (5)
We recall that the closure operator ans T is represented by the set of its fixpoints.
Lemma 5.2. Let T be a tree whose root is labeled by the atom A and let T $ be
the (unique) immediate subtree of T. Then
ans T=(delays A) _ (restrict (vars A) (ans T $)).
Proof. From the definition it is immediate to check that false # (ans T ) for any
and-tree T. So we do not need to consider this case and in the following we assume
%{ false. We prove the two inclusions separately.
() Consider % # (ans T). If delay A _(var s A)% holds, then Condition (3) in the
definition of the delay function implies that % # delays A. Assume now that delay A
_(var s A) % does not hold. Since % is a fixpoint, from Definitions 4.2, 4.5, and 4.6, it
follows that there exists a complete and-tree derivation for % based on T of the form
! : (A, _(var s A) %)  (B, _(var s A) %) * (N, %$)
where B is the label of the root of T $. Moreover, since % 7 _(var s A)%$ is the answer
of derivation ! and % is a fixpoint, we have % O _(var s A)%$, from which we derive
_(var s A) % O _(var s A)%$ (6)
From the existence of ! and (5) it follows that there exists also a complete and-tree
derivation for _(var s A) % based on T $
(B, _(var s B) _(var s A)%) * (N, %$)
with answer _#_(var s A)% 7 _(var s B)%$.
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By the definition of restrict, it remains only to prove that _(var s A) _#_ (var s A) %. We
first observe that _(var s A)_#_(var s A) % 7 _(var s A)_(var s B)%$, from which we derive, by
(5), that _(var s A)_#_(var s A) % 7_(var s A) %$. Finally, apply (6).
($) Let % # (delays A) _ (restrict (vars A) (ans T $)). If % # delays A the same
argument as before shows that % # ans T.
Consider then % # restrict (vars A) (ans T $). By definition of restrict, there exists
_ # (ans T $)"(delays A) such that
_(var s A) %#_ (var s A) _ (7)
Consider the complete and-tree derivation for _ based on T $
! : (B, _(var s B) _) * (N, (_(var s B) _) 7 _$)
(here we denote by _$ the conjunction of constraints which are added to _(var s B) _
during the derivation). Since _ 7 _(var s B)_$ is the answer of the previous derivation
and _ is a fixpoint, we have _ O _(var s B)_$, from which we derive
_(var s B) _ O _(var s B)_$. (8)
Now consider a complete and-tree derivation for _(var s A)_ based on T $ following
the steps of !, modulo the replacement of _(var s B)_ for _(var s A)_. Because of Condi-
tion 4 on the delay function and (4) we can at most reach the final state of !,
possibly stopping before because of a delay condition. Hence there exists a complete
and-tree derivation for _(var s A)_ based on T $
(B, _(var s A)_) * (N$, (_(var s A) _) 7 _")
such that
_$ O _". (9)
Since by hypothesis %  delays A and hence _(var s A) %  delays A, we can construct a
complete and-tree derivation for % based on T
!$ : (A, _(var s A)%)#(A, _(var s A) _)  (B, _(var s A)_)
* (N$, (_(var s A))_ 7 _")
whose answer is %7 _(var s A)((_(var s A) _) 7 _") # % 7 _(var s A)_ 7 _(var s A) _". It
remains to show that this answer coincides with %. By (8) and (5) we obtain
_(var s A) _#_(var s A)_(var s B) _ O _(var s A) _(var s B) _$#_(var s A) _$. By (9) we hence derive
_(var s A) _ O _(var s A) _". Therefore, the answer of !$ can be rewritten as % 7 _(var s A)_.
Finally, apply (7). K
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We also need to consider the relations between the fixpoints of two different sub-
trees T $ and T" and those of the tree obtained by ‘‘merging’’ T $ and T". For merg-
ing to make sense, we require that the ‘‘local’’ variables in T $ and T" are disjoint.
Definition 5.3. Let T $ and T" be two and-trees of P such that
(vars T $) & (vars T")(vars L) & (vars B),
where L and B are the labels of the roots of T $ and T", respectively. We define
T=merge T $ T" as the and-tree of P such that
(i) the label of the root of T is L : B,
(ii) the immediate subtrees of T are T $ and T".
Lemma 5.4. Let T $ and T" be two and-trees of P such that (vars T $) &
(vars T")(vars L) & (vars B), where L and B are the labels of the roots of T $ and
T", respectively, and let T=merge T $ T". Then ans T=(ans T $) & (ans T").
Proof. We prove the two inclusions separately.
($) Let % # (ans T $) & (ans T"). From Definition 4.6 and Definition 4.5 it
follows that there exist two complete and-tree derivations for %
(L, _(var s L) %) * (M$, (_(var s L) %) 7 %$)
and
(B, _(var s B) %) * (M", (_(var s B) %) 7%")
based on T $ and T" respectively, such that
% O _(var s L) %$ and % O _(var s B) %". (10)
From the existence of previous derivations, the assumption (vars T $) & (vars T")
(vars L) & (vars B), and Condition (3) on delay, it follows that there exist also the
complete and-tree derivations for _(var s L : B)%
(L, _(var s L : B) %) * (M$, (_(var s L : B)%) 7 %$)
and
(B, _(var s L : B) %) * (M", (_ (var s L : B)%) 7 %")
based on T $ and T" respectively.
Now, since the derivation leading to M$ is complete, for every atom A$ in M$,
delay A$ (_(var s L : B) %) 7%$ holds. From (10) and the assumption (vars T $) &
(vars T")(vars L) & (vars B), we have that (_(var s L : B)%) 7%$#(_ (var s L : B)%) 7 %$ 7
_(var s L : B)%", hence delay A$ (_ (var s L : B)%) 7 %$ 7_ (var s L : B)%$ holds as well. From
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Condition (3) on delay we finally derive that delay A$ (_(var s L : B)%) 7 %$ 7 %" holds
too.
Analogously, we can show that, for every atom A" in M", delay A" (_(var s L : B)%)7
%$ 7 %" holds. Therefore, by combining the previous derivations we obtain a com-
plete and-tree derivation for % based on T:
(L : B, _(var s L : B)%) * (M$ : B, (_(var s L : B) %) 7 %$)
* (M$ : M", (_(var s L : B)%) 7 %$7 %")
whose answer is _#% 7 _(var s L : B)(%$ 7 %").
It remains only to show that _#%. Let X$ be the set of variables occurring in %$
which do not occur in L, and let X" be the set of variables occurring in %" which
do not occur in B. By the assumption (vars T $) & (vars T")(vars L) & (vars B), we
know that the variables of X$ do not occur in %", and vice versa the variables of
X" do not occur in %$. Hence we can write _#%7 _X$_X"(_X"%$ 7 _X$%"), from
which we derive _#% 7 _X$(_X"%$ 7 _X"_X$%")#% 7 _X$_X"%$7 _X$_X" %". From
(10) it follows that _#%. Hence we conclude % # ans T.
($) If % # ans T, by using Proposition 4.3, we can construct a derivation
!=!$ : !" for % based on T which has % as answer and such that in each step of !$
the selected literal is connected to L is T, and in each step of !" the selected literal
is connected to B is T. From !$ we can derive (by eliminating B from the states)
an and-tree derivation for % based on T $, and analogously from !" we can derive
an and-tree derivation for % based on T". By using the same arguments as before
we can show that !$ and !" are complete, thus concluding the proof. K
We can now state the main lemma needed for the correctness result. In the
following, the depth of a tree T is the maximal number of nodes contained in any
root-leaf path in T.
Lemma 5.5. Let G be a goal and P be a program. If T is an and-tree for G in P,
then there exists n such that ans T # (1P A n) G. Conversely, for any n1, if
C # (1P A n) G then there exists a tree T for G in P such that C c (ans T ).
Proof. Proof of the first part is by structural induction on G and by induction
on the depth d of T. We have the following cases.
G#%. Obvious.
G#nil. Obvious.
G#L : B. Consider a tree T for L : B. From Definition 4.1 it follows that
T=merge T $ T" where T $ is a tree for L, T" is a tree for B and (vars T $) &
(vars T")(vars L) & (vars B). By inductive hypothesis there exist n, m such that
C$ # (1P A n) L, C" # (1P A m) B, ans T $=C$ and ans T"=C". This together with
Lemma 5.4 implies that ans T=C$ & C". Since 1P is monotonic, we have that, for
k=max(n, m), C$ # (1P A k) L and C" # (1P A k) B. Now from Eq. D4 it follows that
ans T=C$ & C" # (1P A k)(L : B), thus completing the proof of this case.
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G#A. The proof here is by induction on d. For the base case d=1,
from Definition 4.1 it follows that the unique node of T is labeled by A. Moreover
Definition 4.5 and Definition 4.6 imply
ans T=[ false] _ (delays A). (11)
Now, from Eq. D1 and D2 it follows that [ false] _ [delays A] # (1P A 1) A which
completes the proof of the base case.
For the inductive step consider a tree T of depth d>1 whose root is labeled by
A. Let T $ be the (unique) immediate subtree of T and let B be the label of the root
of T $, so defnP A contains the clause A  B. From Lemma 5.2 it follows that
ans T=(delays A) _ (restrict (vars A) (ans T $)) (12)
By inductive hypothesis there exists n such that (ans T $) # (1P A n) B. Now from
Eq. D1 and D2 it follows that
(delays A) _ (restrict (vars A) (ans T $)) # (1P A n+1) A,
which, together with (12), concludes the proof of the first part.
The proof of the second part is by structural induction on G and by induction
on n. We have the following cases.
G#%. Obvious.
G#nil. Obvious.
G#L : B. Consider C # (1P A n)(L : B). By Eq. D4 there exist C$ # (1P A n) L
and C" # (1P A n) B such that C=C$ & C". By inductive hypothesis there exist a tree
T $ for L in P such that C$c ans T $ and a tree T" for B in P such that C"c ans T".
Note that we can assume without loss of generality that (vars T $) & (vars T")
(vars L) & (vars B). Consider now T=merge T $ T" which, by definition, is an and-
tree for L : B in P. From Lemma 5.4, it follows that ans T=(ans T $) & (ans T"), and
therefore we obtain C=C$ & C"c (ans T $) & (ans T")=ans T.
G#A. Consider C # (1P A n) A. The proof is by induction on n. The base
case, n=1, is immediate. For the inductive step, n>1, Eqs. D1 and D2
imply that Cc (delays A) _ (restrict (vars A) C$) where (A  B) # defnP A and
C$ # (1P A n&1) B.
By the inductive hypothesis, there exists a tree T $ for B in P such that
C$c ans T $. Note that we can assume without loss of generality that (vars T $) &
(varsA)(vars B). Consider now the tree T such that
(i) the label of the root of T is A,
(ii) T $ is the (only) immediate subtree of T,
Since (A  B) # defnP A and (vars T $) & (vars A)(vars B), from Definition 4.1 it
follows that T is an and-tree for A in P. Then Lemma 5.2 implies that ans T=
(delays A) _ restrict (vars A) (ans T $) which, together with the hypothesis C$c
ans T $, shows that Cc ans T and completes the proof. K
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We can now prove the correctness of the denotational semantics with respect to
the operational one:
Theorem 5.6. Let G be a goal and P a program. Then
ansP G=[@C | C # fix 1P G]"[ false].
Proof.
() If % # (ansP G), there is a tree T for G in P such that %=@(ans T ). By
Lemma 5.5 there exists an n such that ans T # (1P A n) G. By monotonicity of 1P , we
have ans T # fix 1P G, which concludes this direction of the proof.
($) Let %=@C, %{ false, for some C # fix 1P G. Then by continuity of 1P
we have that there exists n such that C # (1P A n) G. By Lemma 5.5 there exists a
tree T for G in P such that Cc ans T. By definition of c , and since %{ false, we
derive %=@(ans T), which concludes the proof. K
It is interesting to consider the special case when no literals can delay since this
is the traditional constraint logic program operational semantics. In this case each
closure will be constructed by intersecting the closures associated with the con-
straints encountered in the derivation. That is, if the constraints %1 , ..., %n are
encountered it will be ni=1 (%i A). But this is just (
n
i=1 %i) A. Thus in this simpler
case the closure semantics is equivalent to a semantics which maps atoms to sets
of constraints. This indicates that our closure based semantics is the analogue for
(constraint) logic languages with dynamic scheduling of the S-semantics (Falaschi
et al., 1989) for logic programming with fixed atom scheduling and of its extension
to CLP (Gabbrielli et al., 1995).
5.1. About Full Abstraction
We recall that a denotational semantics is fully abstract if, whenever it dis-
tinguishes two syntactic objects, then there is a context in which the observational
behavior of these two objects is different. In our case, the syntactic objects are
essentially the literals, and the contexts are the goals in which these literals can be
placed. The next example shows that our semantics is not fully abstract:
Example 5.7. Consider the constraint domain Con in which there are two
distinct constants, a and b and equalities are allowed. Define the predicates
pa(X, Y )  Y=b.
pb(X, Y )  Y=a.
p(X, Y )  pa(X, Y ).
p(X, Y )  pb(X, Y ).
q(X, Y )  p(X, Y ).
q(X, Y )  r(X, Y ).
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The delaying conditions are
delay pa(X, Y ) c  X=a c
delay pb(X, Y ) c  X=b c
delay r(X, Y ) c  true
The atoms p(X, Y ) and q(X, Y ) are observationally equivalent because, in
whatever goal they are inserted, they will deliver the same answers for any initial
constraint. However, the denotation of p(X, Y ) and q(X, Y ) is different. In fact, the
denotation of pa(X, Y ) is a[Ca] where
Ca=(X=a) A _ (X=a 7 Y=b) A,
the denotation of pb(X, Y ) is a[Cb] where
Cb=(X=b) A _ (X=b 7 Y=a) A,
and the denotation of p(X, Y ) is a[Ca , Cb]. On the other hand, the denotation
of r(X, Y ) is a[Con], and the denotation of q(X, Y ) is a[Con, Ca , Cb], which is
different from a[Ca , Cb].
A natural question which arises at this point is whether full abstraction could be
achieved by performing a saturation similar to the one applied in (Saraswatt et al.,
1991). In our setting, this would mean to add to the denotation of an atom A all
the closure operators C such that C$C$ for some C$ in the denotation of A.
However, in our case this operation would be unsound. For instance, in previous
example the denotation of p(X, Y ) would be forced to contain also the closure
operator
Cab=(X=a) A _ (X=a 7 Y=b) A _ (X=a 7 Y=a) A,
which, when trying to retrieve the observables according to Theorem 5.6 in a
context which provides the constraint X=a, would deliver (among others) the
wrong answer X=a 7 Y=a.
6. CONCLUSION
We have given a simple denotational semantics for logic programs with dynamic
scheduling. The semantics is based on sets of closure operators. In a sense this is
the analogue of the bottom-up S-semantics for usual logic programs, since, if no
atoms are allowed to delay, then the semantic definitions are equivalent to the
semantics in which atoms are mapped to their set of answer constraints.
The semantics can be used as a basis for the analysis of logic programs with
dynamic scheduling. The idea is that closure operators can be abstracted by
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descriptions which capture their behavior. This idea has been pursued in (de la
Banda et al., 1995) to give the first practical framework for the analysis of logic
programs with dynamic scheduling.
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